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Where do we start from?  



The only suitable approach for blood cell enumeration and 
sizing has been represented for decades by microscopic 
analysis of peripheral blood smears stained with May-
Grünwald Giemsa or other appropriate stains.  
Indeed, the procedure is: 
•Labour intensive 
•Time consuming 
•Requires intensive training 
•Is plagued by a considerable degree of inter-observer 
(≈20%) and intra-observer (≈10%) inaccuracy. 
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Recent technological advances have made it possible to design and introduce automated 
image analysis systems. They can: 
•Be physically connected to other instrumentation (especially with hemocytometers).  
•Automatically prepare blood films with customized criteria obtained from CBC 
•Scan the slides 
•Capture digital images of blood smears at high magnification 
•Analysed scans by artificial neural networks according to a preset database of blood 
elements 
•Customize and update original rules by the local users  
•The operator can also: 

• Modify the size of the image 
• Magnify single parts 
• Accept actual categorization 
• Shift some elements to other categories 

•The scans can else be transmitted to the wards as digital images 
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How did it work, in Parma? 

Sample collection Sample analysis 

Smear preparation Smear staining Smear analysis Lab report 



How does it work now, in Parma? 

Sample collection Sample analysis 

Auto-preparation & staining Digital analysis & reclassification 
Web transmission 



How does it perform? 

VS. 















Optical microscopy : ≈10% 























Table 1. 
  
Advantages of automated microscopy in laboratory medicine 
  
•Standardized approach to cell classification 
•Transmission of digital images to skilled hematologists in various locations 
•Storage of a large number of digital images 
•Training tool for students and laboratory professionals 
•Fully automated selection, preparation, staining and capturing of blood film images 
•Screening of potentially unsuitable specimens 
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Despite remaining the gold standard in white blood cell 
differentials, microscopic analysis of blood smear carries 
a number of technical and practical drawbacks that can 
be at least in part overcome by automated microscopy. 
 
As for our local experience, the high NPV has allowed 
to reduce the blood smear review from 7% to 2%. 
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